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I. Introduction and Background 1 

A. Identification of Witnesses 2 

Q. What are your names and your business addresses? 3 

A. Kathryn M. Houtsma, Commonwealth Edison Company, Three Lincoln Centre, 4 

Oakbrook Terrace, Illinois  60181. 5 

Stacie M. Frank, Commonwealth Edison Company, One Financial Place, 6 

440 South LaSalle Street, Suite 3300, Chicago, Illinois  60605. 7 

Q. Are you the same Kathryn M. Houtsma and Stacie M. Frank who submitted Direct Panel 8 

and Rebuttal Panel Testimony on behalf of Commonwealth Edison Company 9 

(“ComEd”)? 10 

A. Yes. 11 

B. Purpose of Testimony 12 

Q. What is the purpose of your Surrebuttal Panel testimony? 13 

A. The overall purpose of our Surrebuttal Panel testimony is to respond to certain Rebuttal 14 

Testimony of the following Illinois Commerce Commission (“the Commission” or 15 

“ICC”) Staff and intervenor witnesses: Staff witnesses Thomas Griffin, Dianna Hathhorn, 16 

and Michael Ostrander; Illinois Attorney General’s Office and Citizens Utility Board 17 

(“AG/CUB”) witness David Effron; and Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”) 18 

witness Michael Gorman. 19 

Q. How is your Surrebuttal Panel testimony organized? 20 

A. Our Surrebuttal Panel testimony is divided into seven sections: 21 
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(1) this introductory section, which sets forth the scope of our testimony, summarizes 22 

our conclusions, and identifies the attachments to our testimony; 23 

(2) Staff- and intervenor-proposed adjustments to ComEd’s rate base; 24 

(3) Staff- and intervenor-proposed adjustments to ComEd’s operating expenses; 25 

(4) Weather normalization; 26 

(5) the new business revenue credit; 27 

(6) the rate base and revenue requirement impacts of: 28 

(a) the individual adjustments proposed or supported by Staff or AG-CUB in 29 

rebuttal that ComEd, in order to narrow the issues, is willing not to object 30 

to in whole or in part; and 31 

(b) the proposed set of issue resolutions of Staff-proposed adjustments that is 32 

supported in the Rebuttal Testimony of Staff witness Mr. Griffin (Staff 33 

Exhibit (“Ex.”) 15.0) and that also is memorialized in the “Staff/ComEd 34 

Stipulation”1; and 35 

(7) certain Staff commentary on ComEd’s Rider SMP – System Modernization 36 

Projects (“Rider SMP”) 37 

C. Summary of Conclusions 38 

Q. Please summarize the conclusions in your Surrebuttal Panel testimony. 39 

A. In brief, we conclude as follows: 40 

                                                 
1  By “the Staff/ComEd ‘Stipulation’”, we mean the “Stipulation Concerning Incorporation Of Certain 

Adjustments From The Original Cost Audit And Resolution Of Certain Revenue Requirement And Other Issues” 
entered into by Staff and ComEd, dated April 10, 2008, filed by Staff on e-Docket on that same date, and referenced 
in the Rebuttal Testimony of Mr. Griffin also filed on that date. 
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(1) while ComEd, in order to narrow the issues, will not object to certain of Staff’s 41 

and AG-CUB’s respective proposed rate base and operating expenses adjustments 42 

as revised in Staff’s and AG-CUB’s rebuttal, the remaining contested Staff- and 43 

intervenor-proposed rate base and operating expenses adjustments discussed in 44 

our Surrebuttal Panel testimony lack merit and should not be approved; 45 

(2) weather normalization has been appropriately recognized and no adjustment to the 46 

revenue requirement is required; 47 

(3) Mr. Effron’s proposal to revise the new business revenue credit lacks merit; 48 

(4) ComEd Ex. 40.01, Schedule (“Sched.”) RB-1, columns (C) through (F), and 49 

Sched. RR-2, columns (B) through (C), set forth the rate base and revenue 50 

requirement impacts, respectively, of the individual adjustments proposed or 51 

supported by Staff or AG-CUB in rebuttal that ComEd, in order to narrow the 52 

issues, does not object to in whole or in part; 53 

(5) ComEd Ex. 40.01, Sched. RB-1, columns (I) through (J), and Sched. RR-2, 54 

columns (E) through (I), set forth the rate base and revenue requirement impacts, 55 

respectively, of the proposed set of issue resolutions of Staff-proposed 56 

adjustments that is supported by the Rebuttal Testimony of Mr. Griffin and that 57 

also is memorialized in the Staff/ComEd Stipulation; and 58 

(6) Staff witness Ms. Hathhorn has proposed an amortization period for existing 59 

meters in the event that Rider SMP is approved by the Commission that is longer 60 

than is reasonable. 61 

D. Itemized Attachments to Surrebuttal Panel Testimony 62 

Q. What are the attachments to your Surrebuttal Panel testimony? 63 
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A. The following is a list of the exhibits attached to our Surrebuttal Panel testimony and a 64 

brief description of each. 65 

(1) ComEd Ex. 40.01 consists of the following Schedules: 66 

• Schedule RB-1; and 67 

• Schedules RR-1 and RR-2. 68 

The Schedules in ComEd Ex. 40.01 were prepared by us and/or under our 69 

supervision, and, to the best of our knowledge, they are accurate. 70 

(2) ComEd Ex. 40.02, which consists of work papers for the Schedules in ComEd 71 

Ex. 40.01. 72 

The work papers in ComEd Ex. 40.02 were prepared by us and/or under 73 

our supervision, and, to the best of our knowledge, they are accurate. 74 

(3) ComEd Ex. 40.03 is a copy of ComEd’s response to data request 75 

AG (DJE) 10.13. 76 

II. Rate Base 77 

A. Plant 78 

1. Pro Forma Capital Additions 79 

Q. What is Staff’s rebuttal proposal with respect to ComEd’s pro forma adjustments for 80 

post-test year capital additions? 81 

A. In his Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Griffin, having reviewed ComEd’s rebuttal testimony, 82 

takes the position that it is reasonable to include in ComEd’s pro forma adjustments the 83 

capital additions placed or projected to be placed in service in the first and second quarter 84 

of 2008, subject to certain updating described in his testimony, but he still proposes to 85 
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remove from the adjustments the capital additions projected to be placed in service 86 

during the third quarter of 2008. 87 

The terms of the Staff/ComEd Stipulation provide that for purposes of this 88 

proceeding only, ComEd will not object to a reduction of its pro forma capital additions 89 

to remove the projected third quarter 2008 capital additions from rate base, if the 90 

Commission approves the proposed set of issue resolutions supported by Mr. Griffin that 91 

also is memorialized in the Staff/ComEd Stipulation. 92 

Q. What if the Commission does not accept the proposed set of issue resolutions as 93 

memorialized in the Staff/ComEd Stipulation? 94 

A. Should the Commission choose not to accept the proposed set of issue resolutions as a 95 

whole, then ComEd’s  proposed inclusion of the pro forma capital additions through the 96 

third quarter 2008 in ComEd’s rate base remains and is supported by the record. 97 

Q. What is Mr. Effron’s position with respect to the Staff/ComEd Stipulation? 98 

A. We note that, in his Supplemental Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Effron appears to base his 99 

updated adjustments on the erroneous theory that he can pick and choose among the set 100 

of proposed issue resolutions that is memorialized in the Staff/ComEd Stipulation.  101 

Mr. Effron’s revised adjustments appear to take as a given the component of the 102 

Staff/ComEd Stipulation that provides for ComEd’s not objecting to the removal of its 103 

pro forma additions for the third quarter of 2008 from rate base, while he simultaneously 104 

rejects the components that bar addition of post-test year depreciation expense on existing 105 

plant in service in the test year to the Accumulated Provisions for Depreciation and 106 

Amortization (the “Depreciation Reserve”) and parallel increases to Accumulated 107 

Deferred Income Taxes (“ADIT”) related to such existing plant.  That would constitute 108 
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rejection, not acceptance, of the Staff/ComEd Stipulation, because approval of the entire 109 

Staff/ComEd Stipulation is a pre-condition of ComEd’s willingness to not object to the 110 

component providing for removal of the pro forma additions for the third quarter of 2008 111 

from rate base.  The evidentiary record supports inclusion, not exclusion, of the 112 

pro forma capital additions for the third quarter of 2008.  Also, in any event, Mr. Effron’s 113 

proposed adjustments to the Depreciation Reserve and ADIT are incorrect and improper, 114 

as discussed in our Rebuttal Panel Testimony and later in our Surrebuttal Panel 115 

Testimony.  116 

Q. What is the level of pro forma capital additions that ComEd has reflected in ComEd 117 

Ex. 40.01, Sched. RB-1? 118 

A. To reflect the terms of the Staff/ComEd Stipulation, assuming its approval, ComEd has 119 

shown in Ex. 40.01, Sched. RB-1, a reduction to the level of pro forma capital additions 120 

for the amount of the third quarter 2008 projected plant additions.  The resulting rate base 121 

adjustment for the total pro forma plant additions would be $1,334,607,000, versus the 122 

$1,510,301,000 as presented in ComEd Ex. 25.01, Sched. B-2. 123 

Q. Has ComEd reflected in ComEd Ex. 40.01, Sched. RB-1, any other changes to the 124 

pro forma capital additions? 125 

A. Yes, ComEd has reflected increases in its Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes as a 126 

result of the recent passage of the Economic Stimulus Act of 2008.  The Act accelerates 127 

tax deductions for certain investments in property during 2008, and hence  reduce  the net 128 

increase to rate base for these plant additions.  We have calculated the estimated benefits 129 

of the Act based on the projected first and second quarter plant additions, and have 130 

reflected those benefits in the revenue requirement and rate base impacts shown in 131 
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Schedules RR-1 and RB-1 in ComEd Ex. 40.01.  The benefits from the passage of this 132 

new law did not become known and measurable until the end of the first quarter. 133 

Q. Does Mr. Effron still contest a portion of ComEd’s pro forma capital additions? 134 

A. Yes.  In his Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Effron continues to propose an adjustment to 135 

ComEd’s pro forma capital additions in his Rebuttal Testimony, although he has 136 

modified his method of calculating the adjustment.  In his Supplemental Rebuttal 137 

Testimony, he erroneously assumes that ComEd in essence has abandoned, or can be 138 

treated as if it had abandoned, inclusion of its pro forma additions for the third quarter or 139 

2008 in rate base, as we discussed earlier. 140 

Q. What is Mr. Effron’s modified proposal in his Rebuttal Testimony? 141 

A. He first calculates the average monthly plant additions in 2007.  He then uses that 142 

monthly average to arrive at a calculation of projected 2008 additions for the period 143 

March 1, 2008, through September 30, 2008.  He compares that to what he indicates are 144 

ComEd’s projections for the same period to arrive at his adjustment.  See AG-CUB 145 

Ex. 5.1, Sched. B-1. 146 

Q. Is Mr. Effron’s modification to his adjustment similar in principle to the “75% 147 

methodology” he used in his Direct Testimony and that you discussed in your Rebuttal 148 

Panel Testimony? 149 

A. Yes, in at least two ways.  First,  as in the methodology he espoused in his Direct 150 

Testimony, Mr. Effron unreasonably assumes that 2008 is an exact replica of 2007 in 151 

terms of the level and timing of plant additions.  That ignores, as has already been 152 

discussed in our Rebuttal Panel Testimony (ComEd Ex. 25.0, 16:343-353) as well as the 153 
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Direct and Rebuttal Testimony of George Williams (ComEd Exs. 4.0 and 22.0) and the 154 

Rebuttal Testimony of Terry Donnelly (ComEd Ex. 21.0), that costs are increasing and 155 

the level of plant investment is expected to rise.  Second, Mr. Effron continues to base his 156 

proposed adjustment to ComEd’s pro forma capital additions on overly simplistic 157 

calculations.  ComEd has provided ample detailed operational support for its specific 158 

level of 2008 projected pro forma additions, meeting and exceeding what is required 159 

under the Commission’s rules for pro forma adjustments.  Mr. Effron simply ignores this 160 

detail in favor of a monthly average extrapolated from 2007 data.  His estimate of 2008 161 

additions is grossly oversimplified, is not based on any specific analysis of ComEd’s 162 

operations and workplans, and should be rejected.   Mr. Donnelly and Messrs. Donohue 163 

and Williams also discuss Mr. Effron’s adjustments in their respective Surrebuttal 164 

Testimony. 165 

2. Capitalized Incentive Compensation 166 
(See Section III.A below) 167 

Q. In your Rebuttal Panel Testimony, you pointed out that Mr. Gorman had inappropriately 168 

reflected ComEd’s total incentive compensation reflected in the revenue requirement as 169 

expense.  Has Mr. Gorman revised his calculation to account for this error? 170 

A. Yes.  Other aspects of Mr. Gorman’s proposed adjustments to ComEd incentive 171 

compensation costs, which ComEd disputes, are addressed in the Surrebuttal Testimony 172 

of Robert McDonald (ComEd Ex. 41.0). 173 

  3. Capitalized Information Technology Costs 174 

Q. Ms. Hathhorn has proposed that the capitalized component of ComEd’s information 175 

technology (“IT”) costs related to the “Post-2006” project are more appropriately 176 
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amortized over 10 years, as opposed to ComEd’s standard 5-year amortization.  Do you 177 

agree with Ms. Hathhorn? 178 

A. No.  As Mr. Waden explained in his Rebuttal Testimony (ComEd Ex. 26.0), ComEd’s 179 

standard amortization period for software is 5 years.  There are certain limited instances 180 

where a longer amortization period has been used, but those circumstances are not 181 

relevant in this instance.  Given the changes to the procurement process, the creation of 182 

the Illinois Power Agency, Senate Bill 1299 (enacted into law) on utility consolidated 183 

billing and purchase of receivables requirements, and the pace of change with respect to 184 

technology improvements more generally, it is quite plausible that such factors will make 185 

the existing software applications obsolete in less than 10 years.  Therefore, in light of the 186 

dynamic environment in which we operate, we continue to believe the standard 5-year 187 

period is more appropriate. 188 

4. Stores Clearing 189 

Q. Are there any remaining issues with respect to Mr. Griffin’s proposal in his Direct 190 

Testimony to reduce plant in service and operations and maintenance (“O&M”) expenses 191 

related to ComEd’s stores clearing policy? 192 

A. No.  Mr. Griffin agreed with our Rebuttal Panel Testimony on this issue and he withdrew 193 

his proposal.  Staff Ex. 15.0, 11:205-215. 194 

5. Customer Advances  For Construction 195 

Q. Is Mr. Effron’s revised proposal to reduce rate base by $29.987 million for Customer 196 

Advance for Construction appropriate? 197 

A. Not entirely.  Mr. Effron’s proposal has two components.  First, he proposes a rate base 198 

reduction of $7.904 million based on the average balance in 2007 of customer advances 199 
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for construction of distribution projects.  E.g., AG-CUB Ex. 5.1, Sched. B-3.  That 200 

adjustment is similar to the adjustment proposed in his Direct Testimony, except that he 201 

uses the average 2007 amount, rather than the balance as of December 31, 2006.  Id.  202 

Second, he proposes a new adjustment of $22.083 million to update the amount that is 203 

deducted from rate base for line extension deposits to reflect a December 31, 2007, 204 

amount, rather than the December 31, 2006, test year amount proposed by ComEd.  Id. 205 

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Effron that rate base should be reduced by $7.904 million 206 

representing the average 2007 balance of customer advances for distribution projects? 207 

A. No.  As indicated in our Rebuttal Panel Testimony, these amounts represent advances 208 

from customers to be used to finance the cost of specific, non-standard, distribution 209 

projects.  To the extent that the specific project is completed and included in rate base it 210 

is appropriate to reduce the cost of that project by the amount that has been advanced by 211 

the customer, and, in fact, our pro forma plant additions are already reduced by any 212 

related advances.  A separate adjustment to reduce rate base for the amount of the 213 

advances would result in a double-count of the funds.  214 

Q. Mr. Effron states that any advances expended on projects in rate base will be replaced by 215 

new advances.  Do you agree with him that these new advances could be used to finance 216 

rate base? 217 

A. No.  These funds must only be used for their intended purpose and cannot be used to 218 

finance rate base assets in general.  It is simply inappropriate to assume, as Mr. Effron 219 

suggests, that those funds can be and are applied to finance other rate base projects.  220 

Further, Mr. Effron’s suggestion that new advances will always be available to fund 221 

general rate base assets ignores the fact that the monies in this balance may have been 222 
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spent on projects that are in process but not completed and placed in rate base.  If those 223 

projects are not in rate base, they are most likely in Construction Work in Progress 224 

(“CWIP”).  In this situation, it would be inappropriate to assume, as Mr. Effron would 225 

have it, that the funds should be applied to reduce rate base because the money has been 226 

spent on an asset that is not yet in rate base.  In short, Mr. Effron’s proposal to deduct the 227 

average 2007 balance for customer advances should be rejected for the same reasons as 228 

his earlier proposal to reduce rate base for the year end 2006 balance.  Where the advance 229 

relates to a project in rate base, we have already made the appropriate reduction to rate 230 

base.  Where the advance relates to a project not in rate base, it is erroneous and highly 231 

inappropriate to assume the funds could or should be applied for a purpose different than 232 

their intended use.   233 

Q. With respect to line extension deposits, Mr. Effron has proposed to update the 234 

$5.076 million balance deducted from rate base based on December 31, 2006, test year 235 

balances to reflect a year end 2007 balance of $22.083 million.  Is that appropriate?   236 

A. Not entirely.  These deposits represent temporary deposits from customers provided to 237 

ComEd for amounts that exceed a standard cost (determined by tariff terms) to extend the 238 

distribution system to new service locations.  The circumstances which require a line 239 

extension deposit were revised and approved by the Commission in late 2006 in a new 240 

tariff - Rider DE – Distribution System Extensions.  As a result of the new tariff terms, 241 

the number of new projects that required a line extension deposit increased in 2007, and 242 

the balance of line extension deposits increased accordingly.  To the extent that these line 243 

extension deposits relate to projects that are included in rate base as 2007 or 2008 244 

pro forma plant additions, it is appropriate to deduct the line extension deposit from rate 245 
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base.  However, as with customer advances for non-standard distribution projects, if the 246 

line extension project is not in rate base, the advance provided by the customer to fund 247 

that project should not be assumed to be available to fund other rate base assets.   That is 248 

not the reality of the situation.  249 

Q. What portion of the 2007 balance of line extension deposits relates to projects included in 250 

rate base? 251 

A. We have reviewed the approximately 200 customer agreements that comprise the 252 

$22.083 million of line extension deposits as of December 31, 2007.  Of this amount, 253 

$10.018 million relates to line extension projects that are not included in rate base.  254 

Because the remaining $12.065 million relates to projects included in rate base, we do not 255 

object to updating the $5.076 million amount deducted from rate base ComEd’s filing to 256 

reflect a reduction of $12.065 million, and we have reflected this change of 257 

$6.989 million in ComEd Ex. 40.01, Sched. RB-1, and in ComEd Ex. 40.02, Work Paper 258 

WPRB-4.  However, Mr. Effron’s proposed $22.083 million reduction would overstate 259 

the appropriate reduction.   260 

 B. Accumulated Provisions for Depreciation and Amortization 261 

Q. Mr. Effron continues to recommend an adjustment to increase the Accumulated 262 

Provisions for Depreciation and Amortization (the Depreciation Reserve) to include 2007 263 

and estimated 2008 depreciation expense accruals.  Do any of the new arguments he 264 

makes in his Rebuttal Testimony support such an adjustment? 265 

A. No.  Mr. Effron argues that the adjustment he has proposed is different from the 266 

adjustment that he has proposed and the Commission has rejected in recent Orders, and 267 

also that the adjustment he is proposing is similar to adjustments accepted by the 268 
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Commission in other Dockets.  However, the reasons he cites to distinguish the current 269 

adjustment from prior proposals are either irrelevant or incorrect.  Also, the other 270 

Commission Orders he cites to support his adjustment reflect quite different 271 

circumstances and have been previously found by the Commission not to support his 272 

proposed adjustment in ComEd’s circumstances. 273 

Q. How does Mr. Effron claim his proposed adjustment is different from the adjustments 274 

that he has proposed and the Commission has rejected in prior proceedings? 275 

A. Mr. Effron indicates that the plant additions ComEd has proposed (and hence the 276 

Depreciation Reserve adjustment he has proposed) cover a twenty-one month period 277 

compared to a twelve month period in ComEd’s last rate case (ICC Docket No. 05-0597) 278 

and the recent Peoples Gas/North Shore Gas rate cases (ICC Docket Nos. 07-0241/0242 279 

Consol.).  While that is a true statement with respect to the last ComEd rate case, that 280 

would only be relevant if the Commission’s rejection of Mr. Effron’s proposal in the 281 

prior proceeding somehow rested on the number of months at issue, which it did not.   282 

The relevant fact is that the twenty-one months of pro forma plant additions proposed by 283 

ComEd meets the time frame requirement set forth by Section 287.40 of Part 287 of the 284 

Commission’s rules, i.e., within twelve months of the filing date of the case.  The fact 285 

that the additions in ComEd’s last case did not extend out as far as Section 287.40 allows 286 

had no bearing on the Commission’s rejection of Mr. Effron’s proposal in the last case 287 

and is completely irrelevant. 288 

With respect to the recent Peoples Gas/North Shore Gas rate cases, our 289 

understanding based on testimony and the Order is that the utilities included plant 290 

expenditures to be made within twelve months of the test year, with an acknowledgement 291 
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that some of these expenditures may not be closed to plant in service for five more 292 

months, and as a result there were plant additions that extended past the twelve month 293 

period that Mr. Effron finds to be critical.  However, as in the last ComEd rate case, the 294 

Commission Order does not cite in any way the twelve- month period as a determinative 295 

factor and there is no evidence to suggest that it was a factor that was considered.  296 

Mr. Effron’s attempt to distinguish this proceeding from prior proceedings on the basis of 297 

number of months covered is a red herring.   298 

Q. Mr. Effron also argues that his adjustment in this proceeding should be adopted because 299 

it recognizes actual growth in the reserve rather than an estimate, as was used in the prior 300 

proceeding.  Is that a relevant factor? 301 

A. No.  As with the number of months, the fact that actual data was used (in part) is not at all 302 

relevant.  The availability of actual data would only be relevant if, for example, the basis 303 

for the rejection of Mr. Effron’s proposals in those proceedings had been that the change 304 

in the reserve was not known and measurable.  That is not the case.  In ICC Docket 305 

No. 05-0597, the Commission rejected Mr. Effron’s proposal because it violated test year 306 

principles by moving the test year for the Depreciation Reserve into the future, not 307 

because his estimate of the 2005 change in the reserve was not based on actual data or 308 

was not known and measurable.  ComEd did not argue that Mr. Effron’s estimate of the 309 

change for 2005 in the reserve was numerically inaccurate.  Also, if any party was 310 

concerned that the estimate was numerically inaccurate, there was ample opportunity for 311 

the actual change in the reserve to be provided if it was critical to the resolution of the 312 

issue because the record in the proceeding did not close until June 2006 (2 months after 313 

the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) Form 1 for 2005 was filed).  The 314 
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fact that Mr. Effron considered actual 2007 data in the calculation of his number simply 315 

does not distinguish the facts of this proceeding from the prior proceedings in a 316 

meaningful way.  Similarly, the fact that - for the foreseeable future - it is certain that the 317 

reserve will grow from year to year does not justify modifying the test year; on that issue, 318 

again, nothing has changed from the Commission’s findings in ComEd’s last case. 319 

Q. Does the availability of actual data imply that any data in the revenue requirement should 320 

be updated to reflect that actual data? 321 

A. No.  While actual data is often used as a reference point to determine the reasonableness 322 

of test year data, it cannot be used to move the test year into the future in an historical test 323 

year case.  For example, ComEd proposed certain adjustments to test year 2006 324 

operations and maintenance (“O&M”) expense as provided for by Section 287.40.  325 

Although  2007 actual O&M expenses are now available, ComEd is not proposing to 326 

substitute  2007 actual O&M expenses for 2006 actual O&M expenses simply because 327 

2007 is now known and measurable. 328 

Similarly, changes to the Depreciation Reserve could be projected with 329 

reasonable certainty for years into the future because the changes are in large part related 330 

to the passage of time (they are based on attrition), and will occur completely 331 

independently of the amount of any pro forma plant investment.  However,  the fact that 332 

the changes are predictable does not constitute reason to change the test year. 333 

Q. Mr. Effron also claims that the circumstances in this proceeding are different from the  334 

circumstances in ICC Docket No. 05-0597 because in the present proceeding ComEd 335 

reflected an adjustment to the Depreciation Reserve for post-test year expenditures for 336 

removal costs, whereas ComEd did not propose and the Commission did not incorporate 337 
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any such adjustment into the calculation of the pro forma rate base in ICC Docket 338 

No. 05-0597.  Is that a fair representation? 339 

A. No, it is not.  The pro forma plant additions proposed by ComEd in the last case included 340 

$32 million for the expected 2005 expenditures for related removal costs.  Hill Reb., 341 

ComEd Ex. 19.0 Corr., 13:263 – 14:267.  In fact, CUB witness Michael McGarry (CUB 342 

Ex. 2.0 Corr.) testified that the pro forma 2005 removal costs should have been presented 343 

as an adjustment to the Depreciation Reserve, rather than as an adjustment to plant in 344 

service as originally presented by ComEd.  ComEd witness Jerome Hill (ComEd Ex. 19.0 345 

Corr., 14:268 -278) agreed.  Both witnesses agreed that this change in presentation would 346 

not affect the revenue requirement.  Thus, the record is clear that a pro forma adjustment 347 

for removal costs was in fact made in the last case, and although ComEd’s initial 348 

presentation did not show those amounts as a change to the reserve, the record is clear 349 

that the removal costs do in fact represent a change to the reserve.  ComEd’s presentation 350 

of the removal costs in this proceeding is entirely consistent with the presentation 351 

recommended by CUB witness Mr. McGarry in the last proceeding.  There is no 352 

substantive difference regarding the request for recovery of removal costs between the 353 

two proceedings that justifies the depreciation adjustment proposed by Mr. Effron. 354 

Q. Mr. Effron also disputes your statement that ComEd’s proposed adjustment to the 355 

Depreciation Reserve for removal costs is appropriate because removal costs are directly 356 

related to the pro forma plant additions.  Mr. Effron contends that the removal costs  are 357 

in part related to plant retirements without associated additions.  What portion of the 358 

removal costs proposed by ComEd relate to retirements without associated plant 359 

additions? 360 
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A. Only approximately 3% of the removal costs relate to plant retirements without 361 

associated additions.  Conversely, approximately 97% of the $76.2 million removal costs 362 

proposed by ComEd represents removal costs that are associated with new construction 363 

projects.  In these projects, removal of the old equipment must occur in order to install 364 

the new equipment.  Mr. Effron’s contention that the relationship of removal 365 

expenditures to plant additions are “at the very  best, indirect” is simply wrong.    366 

Q. Mr. Effron asserts that prior Commission orders, i.e., those in ICC Docket No. 01-0432 367 

(Illinois Power (“IP”)) and ICC Docket Nos. 02-0798, 03-0008 and 03-0009 Consol. 368 

(CIPS/Union Electric (“CIPS/UE”)), support his proposal.  Do you agree? 369 

A. No.  Mr. Effron has cited these Orders as instructive in his previous attempts to make an 370 

adjustment similar to the one he is proposing here, and the Commission found these 371 

Orders to be inapplicable and his proposal to be without merit given the increased capital 372 

investments shown in ComEd’s last rate case as well as in the recent Peoples Gas/North 373 

Shore Gas proceeding.  The facts of the instant proceeding closely mirror the facts of 374 

both ICC Docket No. 05-0597 and ICC Docket Nos. 07-0241/07-0242 Consol., and 375 

therefore, as the Commission has correctly found in those Orders, the IP and CIPS/UE 376 

Orders are inapplicable in this proceeding. 377 

Q. Mr. Effron now contends that his proposed post-test year increase to the Depreciation 378 

Reserve is directly related to the post-test year plant additions because, in his view,  379 

depreciation expense provides a source of cash flow to finance the plant additions.  Is he 380 

correct? 381 

A. No.  Mr. Effron bases his conclusion on an incorrect characterization of the general 382 

statement in ComEd’s response to data request AG (DJE) 10.03 that ComEd “finances its 383 
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business as a whole through a mix of funds from operations and short and long-term 384 

debt”.  The recovery of depreciation expense through revenues represents recovery of the 385 

cost of plant additions that have previously been included in rate base, and does not 386 

provide funding for subsequent capital additions.  In other words, the revenues collected 387 

through rates in 2007 reflect rates that were established in ICC Docket No. 05-0597 388 

based on a 2004 test year, and with the pro forma plant additions, which were for 2005, 389 

provide for recovery of investment in plant through 2005, but do not provide for recovery 390 

of amounts expended in 2006, 2007, and 2008 as Mr. Effron would suggest. 391 

Thus while it is true that funds from operations provides a positive source of cash 392 

flow when ComEd’s business is viewed as a whole, Mr. Effron’s attempt to twist this to 393 

imply that one component of funds from operations (depreciation expense) provides 394 

funding for current capital expenditures is invalid.  The revenues that ComEd is 395 

collecting today provide nothing for recovery of and are unrelated to the pro forma plant 396 

additions in this case.     397 

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Gorman’s concern that including post-test year additions in 398 

rate base may inflate rate base and result in cost to customers that will exceed ComEd’s 399 

actual cost of service during the period rates determined in this proceeding will be in 400 

effect? 401 

A. Mr. Gorman’s logic fails to consider that the rates established in this proceeding will not 402 

reflect many increases in costs that are not included in the test year.  For example, rates in 403 

this proceeding will take effect in October 2008, and as such 2009 will be the first full 404 

year that rates are in effect.  If the Commission accepts the set of proposed issue 405 

resolutions memorialized in the Stipulation, the rates established in this proceeding will 406 
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reflect plant additions through June of 2008, but will not reflect any plant investment for 407 

the latter half of 2008 or any of 2009.  Also, the rates will not reflect O&M cost 408 

escalation in 2007, other than the wage, pension, OPEB, and postal increases that were 409 

reflected in the pro forma adjustments, and no cost escalation for 2008 or 2009 will be 410 

reflected in rates.  Mr. McDonald  has indicated that if Staff’s originally recommended 411 

increase of $112 million were to be granted, the result would be that in 2009, ComEd 412 

would earn an approximate rate of return on common equity (“ROE”) of only about 4%.  413 

If that calculation is modified to reflect the $314.5 million increase presented on ComEd 414 

Ex. 40.01, Sched. RR-1, the expected earned ROE in 2009 would be only about 8%, well 415 

below not only the 10.75% that ComEd has shown to be reasonable but also the 10.2% 416 

that Mr. Gorman supports.  In short, Mr. Gorman’s  expectation, that rates will exceed 417 

cost of service during the period that rates are in effect if his proposed adjustment to the 418 

Depreciation Reserve is not accepted, is short-sighted. 419 

Q. Mr. Gorman also claims that the pro forma plant additions can be financed with cash 420 

flow from depreciation expense recoveries and changes to deferred tax balances.  Is he 421 

correct? 422 

A. No.  This logic is similar to that used by Mr. Effron, and, as described earlier, it is 423 

incorrect.  Current depreciation expense recoveries provide recovery of the costs 424 

associated with plant in rate base in the last proceeding, and provide nothing for recovery 425 

of 2007 or 2008 plant investments.  426 

Q. Did Mr. Effron say anything new to support his proposal in his Supplemental Rebuttal 427 

Testimony? 428 
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A. No, other than Mr. Effron’s updating his calculation based on his attempt to pick and 429 

choose from the Staff/ComEd Stipulation, discussed earlier.  He has provided no 430 

substantive evidence that the adjustment he is proposing is different from that rejected by 431 

the Commission in previous ComEd rate cases as well as the recent Peoples Gas/North 432 

Shore Gas rate cases. 433 

 C. Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes (ADIT) 434 

Q. Did Mr. Effron or Mr. Gorman say anything new in their Rebuttal Testimony, or, in 435 

Mr. Effron’s case, his Supplemental Rebuttal Testimony, to support the ADIT 436 

components of their proposed adjustments? 437 

A. No, other than Mr. Effron’s updating his calculations. 438 

 D. Construction Work in Progress (CWIP) 439 

Q. In your Rebuttal Panel Testimony, you identified a middle ground with respect to 440 

Mr. Effron’s proposed disallowance of CWIP not accruing Allowance for Funds Used 441 

During Construction (“AFUDC”) that is included in rate base.  How did Mr. Effron 442 

respond in his Rebuttal Testimony? 443 

A. Mr. Effron has adopted the alternative set forth in ComEd’s Rebuttal Testimony, that an 444 

average of the December 31, 2006, and December 31, 2007, CWIP not accruing AFUDC 445 

balances is more reflective of expectations of future results than the historically low 446 

balance as of December 31, 2007.  As such, and in order to narrow the issues in this 447 

proceeding, ComEd does not object to Mr. Effron’s proposal and has reflected the 448 

impacts of this alternative in ComEd Ex. 40.01, Sched. RB-1, and ComEd Ex. 40.02, 449 

Work Paper WPRB-3. 450 
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 E. Materials and Supplies 451 

Q. In his Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Ostrander proposes adjusting the Materials and Supplies 452 

balance to reflect the average of thirteen months ended December 31, 2007.  What is your 453 

response to his proposal? 454 

A. ComEd continues to believe that its balance as of December 31, 2006, is appropriate, as it 455 

reflects the increase in pricing for commodities that continued during 2007.  However, in 456 

order to narrow the issues in this proceeding, ComEd will not object to Mr. Ostrander’s 457 

proposal to use the 13-month average for the period ended December 31, 2007, and 458 

ComEd has reflected the impacts of this alternative in ComEd Ex. 40.01, Sched. RB-1, 459 

and ComEd Ex. 40.02, Work Paper WPRB-2. 460 

III. Operating Expenses 461 

 A.   Incentive Compensation Cost and Expenses 462 

Q. Has Ms. Hathhorn proposed any changes to her proposed incentive compensation costs 463 

and expenses disallowances? 464 

A. Yes.  First, she has corrected her schedules to reflect the jurisdictional portion of the 465 

“LTIP” costs.  Second, her schedules are updated to reflect a revised amount for her 466 

proposed disallowance of ComEd’s 2007 pro forma “AIP” amounts, although ComEd 467 

disagrees that the adjustment Ms. Hathhorn continues to support has merit.  However, 468 

Ms. Hathhorn has not made any adjustments to her proposed disallowances of 50% of 469 

ComEd’s Total Cost AIP goal, and 100% of ComEd’s Net Income AIP goal. 470 

Q. In your Rebuttal Panel Testimony (ComEd Ex. 25.0), you pointed to the Commission’s 471 

Order in ComEd’s last rate case (ICC Docket No. 05-0597), which permitted recovery of 472 
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100% of the cost associated with ComEd’s Total Cost component of its AIP.  How does 473 

Ms. Hathhorn support her proposal in light of the Commission’s decision in the last case? 474 

A. Ms. Hathhorn maintains that her adjustment is appropriate based on the fact that, in 475 

ComEd’s last case, no party presented a middle ground on this issue, and as a result the 476 

Commission was faced with an “all or nothing” decision.  However, it is important to 477 

note the Commission’s specific finding on this issue in the last case.  The Commission’s 478 

Order at page 96 states: 479 

When it comes to the other three components of the incentive plan, which 480 
constitute the other fifty percent of the plan’s total funding, we believe it is 481 
hard to ignore the tangible benefits to ratepayers that result from meeting 482 
those operational goals....  Focusing on the funding measure that rewards 483 
employees for reducing O&M and capital expenses, the Commission finds 484 
that such funding measure meets the Commission’s standard of reducing 485 
expenses and creating greater efficiencies in operations. 486 

 Nothing in the Commission’s Order in ICC Docket No. 05-0597 suggests that there is 487 

anything inappropriate about the Total Cost goal as a component of the AIP, nor is there 488 

any mention that partial recovery of these costs would have been a more appropriate 489 

result.  Mr. McDonald also addresses this issue in his Surrebuttal Testimony (ComEd 490 

Ex. 41.0).  491 

Q. What is ComEd’s response to the remaining components of Ms. Hathhorn’s proposed 492 

adjustments to ComEd’s incentive compensation costs and expenses? 493 

A. Mr. McDonald responds to the remaining components of Ms. Hathhorn’s adjustments 494 

(AIP Net Income Goal, AIP pro forma adjustment, and LTIP). 495 
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Q. Mr. Effron also proposed adjustments to ComEd’s incentive compensation costs and 496 

expenses.  Has he revised his proposed adjustment for ComEd’s incentive compensation 497 

costs and expenses in his Rebuttal Testimony? 498 

A. Only slightly.  He has removed the $273,000 of jurisdictional severance and Employee 499 

Stock Purchase Plan amounts from his adjustment. 500 

Q. What adjustments to incentive compensation costs and expenses does Mr. Effron 501 

continue to support in his Rebuttal Testimony? 502 

A. Mr. Effron reflects the following in his incentive compensation adjustment on AG-CUB 503 

Ex. 5.0, Sched. C-2: 504 

• Removal of ComEd’s 2007 pro forma adjustment to its AIP expenses 505 

• Disallowance of 50% of the 2006 actual AIP expenses  506 

• Disallowance of 100% of ComEd’s LTIP expenses 507 

  However, Mr. Effron has only provided additional Rebuttal Testimony on his 508 

proposed disallowance of ComEd’s LTIP costs.  As it relates to that adjustment, he 509 

suggests that because the LTIP consists of stock based compensation, the primary 510 

beneficiaries of such compensation are shareholders.  However, as was described 511 

extensively in the Rebuttal Testimony of Mr. McDonald (ComEd Ex. 28.0), the LTIP 512 

plan is designed to be consistent with the Commission’s desire that the goals be ComEd-513 

specific and have a focus on controlling expenses and creating greater efficiencies in 514 

operations, which benefits customers.   515 

His removal of amounts associated with 2007 targets is based on a position that 516 

customers did not benefit in the test year from those costs.  It is important to note, as we 517 

explained in our Rebuttal Panel Testimony, that customers did in fact also benefit from 518 
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the achievement of operational metrics in 2007 such as the reliability statistics “SAIFI” 519 

and “CAIDI” on which ComEd’s incentive compensation payments are based.  520 

Mr. Effron’s adjustment to limit ComEd’s recovery of 2006 actual AIP expenses 521 

to 50% of the actual costs incurred is also inappropriate.  He argues that the 522 

Commission’s Order in the last case to disallow the earnings per share components of 523 

ComEd’s AIP in that case should essentially be applied again in this case, despite the fact 524 

that the structure of ComEd’s plan was changed immediately upon the Commission’s 525 

Order to a structure that addressed the Commission’s concerns on that issue.  526 

Mr. McDonald addresses the changes to ComEd’s incentive plans in his Rebuttal and 527 

Surrebuttal Testimony. 528 

B. Merger Costs and Expenses 529 

Q. Has any party changed its original position opposing ComEd’s inclusion of its 530 

non-incremental merger costs? 531 

A. Yes.  In her Rebuttal Testimony, Ms. Hathhorn (Staff Ex. 14.0, 5:118-122) indicates that 532 

Staff has withdrawn its merger costs adjustment based on additional information 533 

provided in ComEd’s Rebuttal Testimony and discovery. 534 

Q. Do any parties still oppose ComEd’s inclusion of its non-incremental merger related 535 

costs? 536 

A. Yes.  Mr. Effron still opposes the inclusion of the non-incremental wages and salaries. 537 

Q. Does his Rebuttal Testimony provide any new evidence that these costs should be 538 

excluded from ComEd’s revenue requirement? 539 

A. No.  He simply restates his original position.  540 
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Q. Do you agree with his position? 541 

A. No.  Mr. Effron fails to recognize the fact that the merger costs represent the time spent 542 

by existing (both pre- and post-merger) salaried employees performing this work in 543 

addition to their regular duties, as discussed in our Rebuttal Testimony.  This amount 544 

does not reflect an additional cost to ComEd.  Rather, this amount reflects only a 545 

recognition of additional activities performed by these employees. 546 

Employees who performed merger-related work during 2006 were required to 547 

record those hours to a special “merger operating unit” instead of their normal operating 548 

unit.   As a result, their normal operating unit was only charged the remaining portion of 549 

their salaries and wages.  If the non-incremental salaries and wages are not permitted for 550 

recovery, the test year amounts associated with these employees’ work performing 551 

normal duties will not be fully recovered. 552 

Q. Has ComEd provided any additional studies which support its position? 553 

A. Yes.  In ComEd’s response to Staff data request DLH-27.05, ComEd provided time 554 

sheets and hourly payroll data that shows that the vast majority of employees who 555 

performed merger-related duties in addition to their normal duties during 2006 were only 556 

compensated for 2080 hours of work (40 hours per week). 557 

C. Administrative and General (A&G) Expenses 558 

1. Exelon Way Severance Amortization Approved 559 
 by the Commission in ComEd’s 2005 Rate Case 560 

Q. In his Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Effron argues that the Commission’s Order in ICC 561 

Docket No. 05-0597 did not authorize amortization of ComEd’s Exelon Way-related 562 

severance costs.  Do you agree with his position? 563 
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A. No. In our Rebuttal Testimony and in response to AG data request AG (DJE) 10.13, 564 

ComEd provided several citations to its proposal to recover its Exelon Way-related 565 

severance costs over a 7.5-year period (see attached ComEd Ex. 40.03) and to the 566 

Commission’s Order on this issue in the last rate case.  Also, in her Rebuttal Testimony, 567 

Staff witness Dianna Hathhorn states in part: “I agree with ComEd that Mr. Effron’s 568 

adjustment is an incorrect interpretation of the Commission’s prior order from an 569 

accounting perspective and should not be adopted.”  Staff Ex. 14.0, 18:399-401. 570 

2. Accounts 920-923 571 

Q. In his Direct Testimony, Mr. Effron proposed an adjustment to ComEd’s A&G expenses 572 

based on a comparison of cost increases in Accounts 920-923 versus inflation.  Has 573 

Mr. Effron changed his position on this issue in rebuttal? 574 

A. It does not appear so, because his proposed adjustments to operating income presented in 575 

AG Ex. 5.1, Sched. C-2.1, still reflect his position that inflation factors are more 576 

appropriate than ComEd’s actual costs.   577 

Q. Does Mr. Effron provide any further support for his position, given ComEd’s detailed 578 

response in its Rebuttal Testimony on this issue? 579 

A. No, he does not.  ComEd pointed Mr. Effron to various discovery responses and witness 580 

testimony supporting the specific increases in its A&G costs since the last case, and 581 

pointed out that Mr. Effron’s proposal is very similar to the inflation adjustment that the 582 

Commission revisited and did not adopt in the rehearing in the last case. 583 

Q. Do any other parties take a view on Mr. Effron’s proposal? 584 
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A. Yes, Staff does.  Ms. Hathhorn states in part: “It appears Mr. Effron’s adjustment is 585 

calculated in the manner rejected by the Commission in the last case, therefore I do not 586 

believe it would be appropriate for the Commission to adopt it.”  Staff Ex. 15.0, 18:416 – 587 

19:418. 588 

3. Rate Case Expenses 589 

a. 2005 Rate Case Expenses Amortization 590 
Approved by the Commission in that Case 591 

Q. In his Direct Testimony, Mr. Effron proposed an adjustment to ComEd’s rate case 592 

expenses to disallow the amortized portion of the costs incurred and approved in ICC 593 

Docket No. 05-0597.  Has Mr. Effron changed his position on this issue in rebuttal? 594 

A. No.  In his Schedules, he continues to reflect an adjustment for these expenses, although 595 

he does not address the issue in his Rebuttal Testimony, despite  our having refuted his 596 

position in our Rebuttal Panel Testimony (ComEd Ex. 25.0, 60:1253 – 61:1272). 597 

b. 2005 Rate Case Expenses in the 2006 Test Year 598 

Q. In his Direct Testimony, Mr. Effron proposed an adjustment to ComEd’s rate case 599 

expenses to disallow the portion of the costs associated with ICC Docket No. 05-0597 600 

that it incurred in the test year.  Has Mr. Effron changed his position on this issue in 601 

rebuttal? 602 

A. No, he has not.  Again, he continues to reflect an adjustment for these expenses, but does 603 

not address the issue in his Rebuttal Testimony, despite ComEd’s additional testimony on 604 

this topic in our rebuttal (ComEd Ex. 25.0, 61:1274 – 63:1312). 605 

Q. Mr. Griffin also argues that these costs are inappropriate for recovery.  How does ComEd 606 

respond? 607 
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A. As explained in our Rebuttal Testimony, these costs reflect actual amounts incurred 608 

during that rate case in the 2006 test year and, which no party has suggested are 609 

imprudent,  therefore, the costs should be recoverable. 610 

c. 2005 Rate Case Rehearing 611 
Expenses in the 2006 Test Year 612 

Q. Mr. Effron proposed in his Direct Testimony to remove the expenses incurred in 613 

connection with the rehearing in ICC Docket No. 05-0597.  Does he continue to make 614 

this adjustment in his Rebuttal Testimony? 615 

A. Yes, he does.  He does not, however, address ComEd’s Rebuttal Testimony on this issue, 616 

which refuted his proposal. 617 

d. Rate Case Expenses of the Instant Case 618 

Q. Mr. Griffin proposes a reduction to ComEd’s recovery of rate case expenses in the instant 619 

case.  How do you respond? 620 

A. ComEd continues to anticipate that it will incur the full amount of rate case expenses as 621 

presented in its proposed revenue requirement and its Part 285 filing Schedule C-10 622 

(Public).  The actual expenses incurred through March 2008, which were provided in 623 

ComEd’s data request response TLG 1.03 Supplement 3_Attach 1, were $7,265,513.  The 624 

amounts incurred to date do not include costs associated with Surrebuttal Testimony, 625 

initial and reply briefs, and evidentiary hearings, all of which are normally incurred 626 

during a rate case before the ICC.  However, under the terms set forth in the Staff/ComEd 627 

Stipulation, ComEd will not object to a reduction of ComEd’s requested rate case 628 

expenses in the instant case by $1 million and to amortization of the adjusted amount 629 
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over three years.  ComEd has reflected the change in ComEd Ex. 40.01, Sched. RR-2 and 630 

ComEd Ex. 40.02, Work Paper WPRR-3. 631 

e. Original Cost Audit Legal Expenses 632 

Q. Mr. Griffin proposed, in his Direct Testimony and in his Rebuttal Testimony, a reduction 633 

of  $794,000 to ComEd’s Original Cost Audit expenses.  How do you respond? 634 

A. As we indicated in our Rebuttal Panel Testimony (ComEd Ex. 25.0, 66:1363 – 67:1384), 635 

ComEd’s legal fees incurred in connection with the Commission-ordered Original Cost 636 

Audit were necessary, prudent, and reasonable.  However, in order to narrow the issues in 637 

this proceeding, and under the terms set forth in the Staff/ComEd Stipulation, ComEd 638 

will not object to Staff’s adjustment to Original Cost Audit expenses, and has reflected 639 

the adjustments in ComEd Ex. 40.01, Sched. RR-2, and ComEd Ex. 40.02, Work Paper 640 

WPRR-2. 641 

4. Charitable Contributions 642 

Q. Is there any remaining dispute between ComEd and Staff on the amount of charitable 643 

contributions that should be included in the revenue requirement?  644 

A. No.  In his Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Ostrander indicated that our Rebuttal Panel 645 

Testimony substantiated that the contributions were for the public welfare and thus he 646 

withdrew his proposed adjustment for charitable contributions. 647 

5. “Non-recurring” Expenses (AT&T Lease) 648 

Q. In his Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Ostrander proposes a revised adjustment to ComEd’s 649 

non-recurring expenses associated with a lease abandonment charge recorded in 2006 for 650 

office space in the AT&T building in Chicago.  How do you respond? 651 
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A. ComEd does not object to Mr. Ostrander’s revised adjustment to amortize the costs over 652 

a three-year period, and has reflected this adjustment in ComEd Ex. 40.01, Sched. RR-2, 653 

and ComEd Ex. 40.02, Work Paper WPRR-1.                                                                                              654 

IV. Weather Normalization  655 

Q. In his Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Effron includes an adjustment in his revenue deficiency 656 

calculation to reflect weather normalization of test year revenues. Is this adjustment 657 

necessary? 658 

A. No.  As discussed in our Rebuttal Panel Testimony, ComEd has already made the 659 

appropriate adjustment to weather-normalize its revenues through an increase to the 660 

billing determinants in Schedule A-3 in ComEd Ex. 7.1.  By dividing the Operating 661 

Revenues by the weather-normalized billing determinants to obtain the new per kWh 662 

charges, ComEd has appropriately recognized the effect of  weather-normalization 663 

adjustment in the test year.  The $2.4 million reduction is reflected in a lower cost per 664 

kWh.  Mr. Effron agrees that our difference is really just a difference in presentation and 665 

that it would be duplicative to reflect an adjustment in the revenue requirement in 666 

addition to the adjustment we have already made to the billing determinants. 667 

V. New Business Revenue Credit 668 

Q. Mr. Effron proposes to revise the calculation of  ComEd’s new business revenue credit 669 

related to its pro forma capital additions to reflect actual 2007 customer growth. Do you 670 

agree with Mr. Effron’s calculation of his adjustment? 671 

A. Mr. Effron’s calculation relies on a schedule similar to Work Paper WPC 2.16 in ComEd 672 

Ex. 7.2 for 2007 actual results which ComEd provided in response to data request 673 

AG (DJE) 10.15.  However, as was further described in that response, the large 674 
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commercial and industrial customer growth in 2007 was not solely the result of new 675 

customers being added to the system, i.e., new customers that would generate revenue in 676 

connection with the pro forma capital additions.  In addition to new customers, the large 677 

customer class grew significantly in 2007 as a result of movement between customer 678 

classes as a result of increased usage.  ComEd does not believe the growth in the large 679 

customer class in 2007 is representative of ongoing expected normal growth, and as a 680 

result Mr. Effron’s use of this data overstates the revenue impact of the pro forma capital 681 

additions. 682 

Q. Has ComEd completed any further analysis to determine how much of the 2007 growth 683 

was related to new customers? 684 

A. Yes.  ComEd conducted an analysis to evaluate what portion of the total growth in the 685 

large customer class was directly the result of new customers being added to the system.  686 

We compared the list of large customers as of the end of 2007 to the large customers as 687 

of the end of 2006.  From that universe, we removed the customers who existed in 2006 688 

but were not classified as a large customer (i.e., the customer has a premises in 2006 and 689 

is not a new customer to ComEd).  The result indicated a true increase in “new” large 690 

customers of 16, which is very close to ComEd’s original estimate of 17 new customers 691 

(0.5%) projected to be added to this class. 692 

Q. How does a 0.5% growth rate in 2007 compare to historical growth in the large customer 693 

class? 694 

A. As shown in the chart below, the number of large customers has generally been declining 695 

in the last several years. 696 
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 697 

Q. Should the Commission accept Mr. Effron's proposal to increase the new business 698 

revenue credit? 699 

A. No.  The analysis of 2007 and the historical trends show that the calculation Mr. Effron 700 

makes to the new business revenue credit is not representative of true new customer 701 

growth, and should not be adopted.  ComEd’s originally presented pro forma adjustment 702 

to the new business revenue credit is appropriate.  Further, if the Commission accepts the 703 

set of issue resolutions memorialized in the Staff/ComEd Stipulation, then the new 704 

business revenue credit should be reduced by an additional $3,750,000 to reflect the 705 

removal of the third quarter 2008 pro forma capital additions. 706 
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Q. What is your understanding of the adjustment that Mr. Effron proposes to ComEd’s 707 

billing determinants related to new business? 708 

A. Although Mr. Effron’s Rebuttal Testimony on this subject is unclear, we understand it to 709 

mean that he now proposes to eliminate ComEd’s proposed new business revenue credit 710 

adjustment and replace it with a corresponding increase in the amount of 2006 billing 711 

determinants.  712 

Q. Is this change in methodology necessary? 713 

A. No.  ComEd has followed the methodology approved by the Commission in ICC Docket 714 

No. 05-0597, and has applied the new business revenue credit as a reduction to the 715 

revenue requirement to reflect the estimated increase in kWh sales associated with its 716 

capital additions.  Mr. Effron has provided no compelling reason to change this 717 

methodology to reflect the credit through a change to the billing determinants in lieu of a 718 

reduction to the revenue requirement.  ComEd is already providing a reduction to rates, in 719 

the form of the new business revenue credit, in anticipation of higher kWh sales 720 

associated with its pro forma plant additions.  721 

VI. Revenue Requirement Impacts of Adjustments  722 

Q. In your Rebuttal Panel Testimony (ComEd Ex. 25.0), you stated that ComEd’s revised 723 

revenue requirement for delivery services was $2,042,894,000, after the subtraction of 724 

miscellaneous revenues.  Have you prepared Schedules showing the revenue requirement 725 

and rate base impacts of the individual adjustments proposed or supported by Staff or 726 

AG-CUB in rebuttal that ComEd, in order to narrow the issues, is willing not to object to 727 

in whole or in part, and of the proposed set of issue resolutions that is memorialized in 728 

the Staff/ComEd Stipulation? 729 
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A. Yes.  These figures are shown in ComEd Ex. 40.1, Scheds. RB-1, RR-1, and RR-2, and 730 

the associated Work Papers in ComEd Ex. 40.02. 731 

We wish to note that, while the Staff/ComEd Stipulation speaks for itself, 732 

Section III(1) of the Staff/ComEd Stipulation states: “ComEd and Staff agree to support 733 

the adoption by the Commission of the resolutions of the issues as provided in Sections I 734 

and II of this Stipulation.  As stated herein, ComEd and Staff agree not to pursue certain 735 

conclusions or not object to certain other conclusions.  In so agreeing, each is necessarily 736 

agreeing to waive its right to pursue alternative conclusions as advocated in testimony 737 

each has submitted or otherwise. Such waiver, however, is expressly limited to 738 

acceptance by the Commission of the totality of the agreements set forth herein.  If the 739 

agreements set forth herein are not accepted in their totality, then ComEd and Staff each 740 

reserve their respective rights to continue to advocate other positions.”  So, for example, 741 

if the Commission were not to resolve all the issues as set forth in the Staff/ComEd 742 

Stipulation, then it is ComEd’s position that, based on the evidence in the record, the 743 

Commission should approve the revenue requirement ComEd presented in our Rebuttal 744 

Panel Testimony, and some or all of the other adjustments for which ComEd has stated it 745 

is willing to agree to a middle ground in order to narrow the issues, not including those 746 

included solely in the Staff/ComEd Stipulation. 747 

VII. Rider SMP 748 

Q. In your Rebuttal Panel Testimony, you discussed the rationale for the creation of a 749 

regulatory asset associated with an extraordinary retirement related to the write-off of old 750 

meters if Rider SMP were approved by the Commission, and proposed that the regulatory 751 
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asset be amortized over 10 years.  Has any other party agreed with you that a regulatory 752 

asset should be created in this event? 753 

A. Yes.  In her Rebuttal Testimony, Ms. Hathhorn agrees with ComEd that a regulatory 754 

asset should be created, subject to her proposal regarding Commission approval for 755 

creation of a regulatory asset under Rider SMP.  However, Ms. Hathhorn proposes that 756 

the regulatory asset should be amortized over eighteen years based on the remaining 757 

useful life of the meters.   758 

Q. How do you respond to the eighteen year amortization period suggested by 759 

Ms. Hathhorn? 760 

A. ComEd believes that ten years is a more reasonable amortization period for the regulatory 761 

asset.  It creates greater regulatory certainty that the costs associated with the installation 762 

of the new AMI meters, including the costs of premature removal of the existing meter 763 

base, can be appropriately recovered. 764 

Q. In either case, 10 year amortization or 18 year amortization, should ComEd earn a return 765 

on the regulatory asset? 766 

A. Yes, regardless or whether the Commission determines that a ten year or an eighteen year 767 

amortization period is appropriate, a return should be allowed on the unrecovered meter 768 

costs in order to provide for full cost recovery.   769 

Q. You noted above that Ms. Hathhorn has suggested that prior to inclusion in Rider SMP, 770 

any regulatory asset should be approved by the Commission.  Do you agree her proposed 771 

revision to the tariff language? 772 
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A. In order to narrow the issues, ComEd is willing not to object to her proposed language 773 

regarding Commission approval of regulatory assets under Rider SMP. 774 

Q. Does that conclude your Surrebuttal Panel testimony? 775 

A. Yes. 776 


